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Introduction
In November 2017, the American College of Cardiology/
American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) released new
guidelines that lowered BP targets to ,130/80 mm Hg
for virtually all adults, including patients with CKD.
These guidelines were largely on the basis of results
from the Systolic BP Intervention Trial (SPRINT), which
randomized participants at relatively high risk for cardiovascular disease to an intensive (,120 mm Hg) versus
standard (,140 mm Hg) systolic BP target. Participants
in the intensive BP group had lower rates of cardiovascular events and death, and results did not differ by
baseline CKD (deﬁned a priori as eGFR,60 ml/min per
1.73 m2; P interactions $0.30) (1). However, the effect of
more intensive BP lowering on kidney-related outcomes
remains controversial.

BP Targets and Development of Incident CKD
Among the SPRINT participants without baseline
CKD, intensive BP lowering resulted in a 3.5-fold
higher rate of incident CKD deﬁned as a $30%
reduction to ,60 ml/min per 1.73 m 2 (2). Like
SPRINT, the Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk
in Diabetes BP (ACCORD BP) Trial tested the effect
of systolic BP target ,120 versus ,140 mm Hg on
cardiovascular outcomes but in patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus (3). The ACCORD BP Trial enrolled
participants with mean baseline eGFR of 91.6 ml/min
per 1.73 m2, which by the study’s end, was lower in
the intensive versus the standard BP group (74.8
versus 80.6 ml/min per 1.73 m2; P,0.001), and more
participants in the intensive BP group had eGFR,30
ml/min per 1.73 m 2 (4.2% versus 2.2%; P,0.001)
(3).
Whether the larger fall in eGFR with intensive BP
lowering reﬂects a reversible hemodynamic effect or a
true acceleration to incident CKD is difﬁcult to determine within the relatively short follow-up period of
clinical trials, but there are some reassuring signals. In
the SPRINT participants without baseline CKD, the
difference in eGFR between randomized groups stabilized after month 18 at 4.5 ml/min per 1.73 m2 (2).
Of the 140 participants who developed incident CKD
in the intensive group, 25% had improved eGFR in
follow-up and no longer met the deﬁnition of incident
CKD; none developed ESKD during the 3.3 median
years of follow-up. In the ACCORD BP Trial, incident
ESKD did not differ between randomized groups
(2.5% versus 2.4%; P50.93).
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BP Targets and Progression of CKD among
Patients with Existing CKD
The Modiﬁcation of Diet in Renal Disease (MDRD)
Study and the African American Study of Kidney
Disease and Hypertension (AASK) targeted mean
arterial pressure #92 mm Hg (equivalent to approximately 125/75 mm Hg) versus mean arterial pressure of 102–107 mm Hg (the latter is equivalent
to approximately 140/90 mm Hg). Neither trial showed
a beneﬁt of intensive BP control on CKD progression
during the trial phase. However, with extended post-trial
observational follow-up, more intensive BP control
was associated with a lower rate of ESKD in the
MDRD Study (4) and in AASK a lower rate of the
composite end point of ESKD, doubling of serum
creatinine, or death in those with proteinuria (5). A
meta-analysis incorporating these studies and others
concluded that, in patients with CKD and proteinuria,
more intensive BP control may slow CKD progression (6), consistent with the 2012 Kidney Disease
Improving Global Outcomes guidelines that recommended a BP target ,130/80 mm Hg in patients with
proteinuria.
Among the SPRINT participants with baseline CKD
(mean eGFR of 47.9 ml/min per 1.73 m2 and median
albuminuria of 13.3 mg/g), there was no difference in
the occurrence of a $50% decline in eGFR or ESKD
between randomized groups. Admittedly, only 31 participants reached this end point, limiting the statistical
power (7). Using the 6-month values as baseline, the
intensive BP group had a larger decline in eGFR
(20.47 versus 20.32 ml/min per 1.73 m2 per year), but
no differences were found in the incidences of a $30%,
$40%, or $50% decline in eGFR between the randomized groups. These results suggest no longer-term
harm from intensive BP lowering but no overt beneﬁt
on slowing CKD progression in patients without
signiﬁcant proteinuria. More deﬁnitive answers may
be provided by a limited extension of the SPRINT (the
SPRINT Alzheimer’s, Seniors and Kidney Study),
which will collect additional creatinine and albuminuria measurements.
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BP Targets, AKI, and Rapid Kidney Function
Decline
In the SPRINT and the ACCORD BP Trial, intensive
BP lowering led to more frequent episodes of AKI
(1,3), which is concerning given the known associations of AKI with adverse events, longer hospital
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stays, and higher health care costs. However, in the 288
SPRINT participants with AKI, most had mild AKI, and
.90% had AKI that resolved completely or partially; seven
of 14 participants with AKI requiring dialysis continued to
require dialysis after hospital discharge, but the proportion
of patients with this most severe form of AKI was similar
between randomized groups (8).
A post hoc observational analysis of the AASK and the
MDRD Study (9) showed that participants in the intensive BP
group with $20% decline in eGFR during the ﬁrst 3 months
had signiﬁcantly higher adjusted risks of ESKD compared
with participants in the standard group with ,5% decline
in eGFR. These results suggest that large declines in eGFR
during intensiﬁcation of BP treatment may signal higher
future ESKD risk, but whether relaxing BP targets in these
patients reduces that risk is uncertain and may come at the
cost of higher cardiovascular disease risk.

Conclusions
What should clinicians do? Despite the lack of deﬁnitive
evidence that intensive BP lowering improves kidney
outcomes, we agree with the ACC/AHA guidelines of
targeting BP,130/80 mm Hg in most adults with CKD for
the purpose of cardiovascular disease prevention. Patients
with CKD are at high risk for cardiovascular events, and
SPRINT, together with several other studies (10), showed
that more intensive systolic BP control decreased cardiovascular events and death, including in patients with CKD.
Although intensive BP control may lead to a slightly faster
decline in eGFR and AKI, these adverse outcomes are often reversible, of low absolute magnitude, and of unclear
clinical relevance. Thus, the beneﬁt of intensive BP control
will, in most circumstances, outweigh kidney and other
adverse outcomes (Figure 1). The optimal frequency of
kidney function monitoring is debatable, but more frequent

checks soon after intensiﬁcation of the antihypertensive
regimen or after a decline in eGFR are prudent.
Despite these general recommendations, several important
caveats remain. All BP target trials to date excluded patients
with advanced CKD, and thus, optimal BP targets in patients
with CKD stage 4 or 5 remain unknown. SPRINT excluded
patients with heavy proteinuria and diabetes mellitus. However, analyses from the other trials noted above support
targeting BP,130/80 mm Hg for kidney protection among
patients with proteinuria, and there is no a priori hypothesis
as to why patients with diabetes mellitus would not beneﬁt
from the same lower BP target with regard to cardiovascular disease. Although the ACCORD BP Trial did not show
a beneﬁt for intensive BP control, the lower than expected
event rate may have reduced the statistical power to detect
signiﬁcant differences, and the point estimates for cardiovascular events were similar to those in the SPRINT. Methods of
BP measurement in the context of clinical trials often yield
lower values than BP measured in routine clinical practice.
Efforts to improve clinic BP measurement are needed, but
targeting BP,130/80 mm Hg rather than systolic BP
,120 mm Hg provides a buffer in translating the trial data
to clinical practice. Guidelines cannot always keep up with
science, because results from future studies will provide new
data to consider, such as the forthcoming cognitive function
results from the SPRINT. As always, we as clinicians need to
incorporate individualized patient-speciﬁc risks and beneﬁts
when making BP treatment decisions.
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Figure 1. | The pros and cons of more intensive BP control need to be
weighed in each patient. Although more intensive BP control can reduce rates of cardiovascular (CV) events and death, these benefits must
be weighed against higher risks of potential adverse events, such as syncope, hypotension, AKI, or electrolyte disturbances. Intensive BP lowering also generally requires more medications, which can complicate
adherence, and increase health care utilization, such as more frequent
provider visits for medication titration. The association of intensive BP
control with long-term kidney outcomes remains unknown.
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